New Items - October 2022
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available.
Sign into your library card account - CLICK HERE
ALSO - GO TO THE BENTON CATALOG TO SEE ANOTHER
LIST OF ALL NEW ITEMS FROM RECENT MONTHS.
GO TO- BENTON CATALOG TO SEE MORE
Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you.

Call: 608-759-2665

Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
Where there's smoke
by Yamile Saied Méndez
Carolina can't seem to get through to the ranch's new sponsored
student, Rockwell, but when the barn is threatened by local wildfires,
they will have to work together to keep the horses safe

Fireworks night
by Cam Higgins
Looking forward to a summertime of greener grass, warmer weather
and cookouts with fireworks on special nights, Bo tries to help when he
discovers that his fellow canine friend, Scrapper, is afraid of fireworks.
Simultaneous and eBook. Illustrations.

Sweater weather
by Cam Higgins
The weather has turned cool and crisp, and farm puppy Bo can not wait
to show off his new sweater to all his barnyard friends; however when
he finds that the pumpkin patch is a mess he sets out to find just who
is responsible

Tales from the treehouse
by Andy Griffiths
"International author-illustrator superstar duo Andy Griffiths and Terry
Denton are back, and this time they've cooked up a hilarious book of 13
standalone stories to complement their beloved chapter book series"

Seasons
by Tracy Nelson Maurer
"Young readers should prepare for this early STEM concept. This book
will help early learners get ahead in understanding the concept of the
cycle of seasons"

Will it float?
by Alan Walker
"This book explains in a simple way how air allows some objects to
float-even enormous objects, such as ships!"

The Campground Kids: National Park
Adventures - BOOKS 1-5
by Fulton, C.R.
Book Annotation

The last kids on Earth : Quint and Dirk's hero
quest
by Max Brallier
Starring in their own epic adventure, dynamic duo Quint Baker and Dirk
Savage encounter new monsters and embark on a post-apocalyptic
quest for the ages. Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations.

The last kids on Earth and the forbidden
fortress
by Max Brallier
"Faced with a monstrous mission, Last Kids Jack, Quint, June and Dirk
must infiltrate the other-dimensional stronghold of the evil Thrull
before he completes the mysterious Tower, a structure that could spell
doom for this dimension. Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations."

Just a girl : a true story of World War II
by Lia Levi
The author recalls her experiences coming of age in Fascist Italy during
World War II as she, along with her sisters, hid in a convent where she
tried to come to terms with her new life while longing to be just a girl.
Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations.

Kid Youtuber
by Emerson, Marcus
Book Annotation
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